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Parties Arm

" "

by Timothy E. Spehce

April 18, 1980

.

forper Action New Housingis Option;
Coed Dorrn Reality in Stevenson
Non-Progra-

dorm, house or sector
students
by one third.
Other items discussed by the
guidelines were established and
included: '
Board
apwere
temporary chairmen
-Establishing the seventh weekpointed by the Wooster Mock
Election . Board this week. Also, end of the quarter as the deadline
electoral delegates were awarded for third party conventions.
-- Establishing the sixth weekend
to housing units and "sectors" in
of
the quarter as the deadline for
preparation for' the general
Democratic and Republican Party
election. .
Tomorrow, party organizing conventions. -- Setting up guidelines whereby
conferences are to be held in order
are permitted to break
students
will
which
a
committee
"to appoint
draw "up a platform for each from a party convention to form a
respective party and . elect a third party, so long as there are at
permanent chair andor executive least 10 members in the party.

f

--

.

Party organizing conference

.

'''

'

people will be
About
coming to Wooster this weekend
to participate in the first GLCA
Women's Studies Conference
ever held. "In an effort to further
and development
awareness
women and men from Antioch,
John Denison, Kalamazoo, DePauw,
Reid. Democratic-Socialisand Kenyon colleges will meet
Schaffer,
Melissa
Rider. Socialist
tonight and tomorrow for
E; Citizen's Party and Timothy
workshops, lectures, discussions, .
Republican.
Spence.'
.7" ;
"
Toimwrow morning major party andaper" presentations. The
will focus on what can
conferences will be held in Mateer conference
structure ofr
Auditorium. The Republican Party-wi- ll be done to change the the
concept
academy
help
and
our
hold its conference at 10:00
evolve.
while the Democrats will follow at of women's studies
The conference is sponsored by
1100. Other parties must meet
Women's Resource Center
the
chairmen.
temporarywith their
House and has been
Hesson
and
According to the Board,
underway
since a planning
signed
a
yet
who have not
Ohio Wesleyan last
at
conference
party roster or who wish to change fall.
Wooster students
then,
Since
parties may' do. so tomorrow
publishers
various
contacted
have
morning. Ten members are re- informing
conference
of
the
them
quired before a party can nominate
in response over 60
a candidate for the general and received
free of charge toadd to their
books
election.'
: V Also this week, the Election " library.
The' conference wffl open
Board awarded electoral votes for tonight
at 9 in Babcock Dining
the general election for each ' Room with
an address by Wooster
housing' unit on campus, and for
Binhammer entitled
Beth
student
. students tving off campus. Elec- "Taking Ourselves
Seriously."
toral votes by dorm or sector are
of
aspects
various
"Papers
on
Andrews" and Dunn, 29; Arming-to- ; women's studies will be presented
45; Babcock, 24; Bissman, 44; throughout Saturday.
Compton. 32; Douglass. 35; hid- " Wooster students participating
den Annex. 15; Holden, 69; - aire Jane Oechsle, to present a
Kenarden, 59; Stevenson, 29 and paper on "Sex Stereotyping in
Wagner. 37.
Status Professions;" Melissa
" Mi houses and off campus High
Shaffer, "Women and Publicity;"
students will be awarded delegates Tracey Oils. "The Ways We Sing:
according to regions or "sectors." Women Writing in America;" Beth
They are North East Sector. 21; Sandore, on
Enguistic
South East Sector. 24 and South-e- differences; Cindy Weiler,
Sector. 35. Off campus "Towards a Feminist Theology of
'students and Severance will have Sexuality;" and Kathy Zelek, "Life
37 electoral votes. '
Satisfaction of HouseWorking
Electoral votes were determined Women.".
- by: multiplying
the number of
Other Wooster students Judy
Simmons and Cathy Dieckmann
will be presenting a program
Attention students! Registration Saturday afternoon on
and
deposits for the 1980-8- academic games for
year are due TODAY by 5 pm. If Chris DeVries will be leading a
your parents are planning to send discussion on the direction and
- the $100 deposit directly to the structures of women's centers
College, Director of Housing Betty Saturday morning.
' Rea urges you to check in the
The" conference will close with a
in Babcock Lounge
Treasurer's office by 4:30 pm to coffeehouse
Q.12.
are urged to
Students
from
no
office
has
make sure. If the
guitars. The
bring
record of your deposit, you should come and to
Center will
Resource
Women's
today
in
meet with Rea by 5 pm
day
alT
tomorrow..
remain open
Galpin Hall, second floor.
60-7-
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hall has been

established as an alternative to
single sex halls, program coed
dorms and small houses, for the
1980-- 1 academic year.
Though every residence hall
from Kenarden Lodge to Holden
was considered as a possible
dormitory for men and
women, Stevenson HalTTnow a
men's residence hall, was finally
approved as an "appropriate"
housing unit. Commenting that,
"In some ways this next year will
be a trial year," Swegan reasons
that Stevenson was the most
viable hall .because the College
decided it would be best to start
the new option on a small scale
and, if successful, expand from
there. Holden and Kenarden were
immediately ruled out because of
their size, and Andrews and

non-progra-

--

--

-

Compton.- - other suggested
residence .halls, were eliminated,
from consideration since they are
largely composed of upper class
women who would have had to be
placed elsewhere if one of the two
halls had been converted to
coeducational Swegan
non-progra- m

feels Stevenson's size is conducive

to - a small scale housing

- and "that the move
ram
from a men's unit to a
will
in
result
coed dorm

alternative,-

non-prog-

the least shift of building

non-progra- m

"

,

non-progra-

m

m

-

m

population.
One of the administration's
most fundamental concerns when
considering which residence hall
coed
to change to a
unit, was where to move the
students formerly placed in that
halt. The fifty freshman men
normally placed in Stevenson will
reside in Holden Annex next year.
In turn. Pi Kappa (Peanuts),
currently one of the women's
dubs living in the Annex, are
considering moving to Stevenson.
Pi Kappa will be joined by. men's
section, Phi Omega Sigma
(Lizards), if the women's club
chooses to reside in Stevenson.
. The coed dorm will separate
men and women by floors, with
two floors for women and one for
men. The basement wSl also offer
nine spaces to either men or
women, depending on the sex of
next year's residence hall director.
Swegan stated more space was
given to women than" men
because, traditionally, there have
been fewer women's clubs on
campus than men's sections,
therefore more women than men
are usually attracted to coed
residence halls as an alternative
housing option.
,
Referring to the recent decision
coed dorm
to begin a
at the college, Swegan said, "SGA
should take credit for this. The
impetus came from Greg Hook

committee distributed an. ETS Douglass and Babcock will have
(Educational Test Survey) poll to been turned in before applications
students. One of the findings in the for Stevenson are due, only
survey indicated that 68 of the Wagner Hall, applications will be
students who responded would affected most noticeably. Swegan
coed ' believes,, however, it is probable
live in ' a
dormitory if given the opportunity. some students apply to program
Though Swegan feels some of the coed dorms not because of the
polls issued were contradictory,
programs, but because of the
thus- making it difficult to be physical beauty of the halls, as well
precise about student support of as the ability to interact with '
such a residence hall, it was, people of the opposite sex. If this is
nonetheless, evident that enough true, it is expected Stevenson will
students . were interested in the be a popular housing option. "I
idea to pursue it.
think all of us see this as a real plus
Swegan does not know how because it gives people another
initial
(housing) option," added Swegan.
Wooster's
coed dorm will affect applications "I anticipate it will be successful."
for program coed halls (Babcock,
non-progra-

8

non-progra-

Women's Studies
Conference Held

ences are to "meet to decide-wh- en
to have their nominating
conventions," Professor Gordon
Shull. Board advisor, said.
The Election "Board has nominated temporary party chairs to
direct tomorrow's conferences until
permanent party chiefs can be
elected. The temporary chairmen
are Dave Smailes, Democrat; Bob

non-progra-
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Architectural Historian Visits
Thomas S. Hines, architectural
historian from the University of
California, Los Angeles, will give
two public lectures on campus next
week. On Monday, April 21, Hines
will give a slide .lecture on "Richard
Neutra and the Search for 'modem Architecture." Neutra, bom in
Vienna in 1892. became one of
America's most significant domestic architects after his emigration to
the United States In 1923. In his
house design Neutra combined, as
one critic has said, "the highly
disciplined simplicity of the Euro-- '
pean International Style with the
of
openness and
such Americans as Frank Lloyd
Wright" Neutra remained active
and influential until his death in
1970. He lectured In Wooster soon
after publication in 1954 of his
Survival Through Design, an Important statement on the relationship of architecture to the natural
Neutra's concern
environment
with that relationship has helped
produce a recent resurgence of
interest In his work. The Monday
lecture on Neutra will be given in
the Lean lecture room of Wishart
Hall at 8:00 p m.
On Wednesday morning, April
23, at the College's convocation
Professor Hines will examine a
crucial period in American urban
planning in a lecture entitled
"Putting the There' There: The
City Beautiful Movement In Amer"
ican Urban Planning
era,
The
prompted by the success of the
1893 Columbian Exposition in
close-to-earthne-

ss

1890-1920.-

turn-of-the-centu-

ry

Chicago, produced

ambitious

a number of
plans for
major American cities. In Cleveland, the Group Plan that includes
the Public Library and the Federal
Building is a prominent example of
such efforts to impose a new vision
of urban life on American cities.
Daniel Burnham, overall designer
of both the Chicago Fair and the
Group Plan, is the subject of a
major biography by Professor
Hines. The convocation talk will
take place at 10:00 a.m. in Mateer
re-designi-

ng

".
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m

and his committee (bocial Wagner, Douglass), but feels
Affairs)." .Last spring, the because housing applications for

. by Keur'n Grubb
Dean of Students, Rick Swegan,
confirmed recently that the
College of Wooster will offer one
more housing option for students
coed
next year-.".

I.- -

council.
.
' In addition, organizing confer-

"
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Hall.

Thomas Hines is the author of
numerous articles on aspects of
American social and cultural history and his biography of Bum-haBurnham of Chicago: Architect and Planner, hasAwuVteveral
awards. His biography of Richard
Neutra will be published soon. The
public is welcome to attend both
lectures, which are sponsored by
the Art nd History Departments
as wen as by the Cultural Events
Committee.
m,

McSorley Speaks
On Nuclear War
by Susan Estill
,
Father Richard McSorely. Professor of Theology and Peace
Studies at Georgetown University,
mm
Jti nmentBtton Sundav
Aprfl 13 about "What Nuclear
Weapons Can Do." McSorely
began by reminding listeners of
Albert Einstein's warning that the
mkttlrm of the atom represented
an "Unparalleled catastrophe."
The nuclear age has changed
the meaning of war, McSorely
explained. The conventional Idea
of war involves long term strategy,
but the nuclear age has introduced
the possibility that-- ; the p major
confrontations would take place fn
the first half hour. McSorely noted
that the Soviets can absorb any first
strike by the U.S. and still retaliate.
The reverse is also possible.
McSorely outlined the probable
effects of a bombing of New York
City. The number of people who
would be killed, McSorely estimated, would be ten times greater
than all those killed in all wars.
There would be a lethal area with a
ten mile radius from where the
bomb hit. A four mile wide fireball,
McSorely said, would cause
second degree bums forty-fiv- miles away, and could damage the
eyes of onlookers as far as 250
miles away. Apart from these
immediate effects. McSorely also
pointed out that there would be a
cont. onpg. 2
.
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Student Assesses Critique
Of Campus Life Opportunities
by Robin Wilson
In response to Marie Simonsson's
article, "Growth Inhibited By
Lifestyles" in last week's Voice:
Having studied off campus on
urban quarter and experienced
the apartment and
scene in Portland,
Oregon this winter, I agree that
college life, in comparison, seems
rosy. The novelty of apartment-livinwears off when after an
work day you still have to go
to the grocery and then cook
dinner say, as Simonsson does,
that graduation from Wooster

k

.

fend-for-yourse-

lf

.

Advent of Earth
Day This Week

g

8-ho- ur

seerascary".

1

.

because the

transition irom. college .Jife to
apartment life is not gradual and
"we will have to face all these
things (cooking and cleaning) at
once" blows those responsibilities
out of proportion. After all,
cooking and cleaning for myself
wasn't the hardest' or most
enriching thing I learned in
Portland. Those things come easy.
Simonsson says that Wooster
students' growth is inhibited by
their lack of responsibility in what
she terms "practical things"

(cooking and, cleaning for

themselves).' But I think it is
possible to be a responsible and
independent
person while at
Wooster eating at food services
and having the hallway and
bathroom cleaned bp campus
housecleaners. Because students'
food is cooked for them doesn't
mean they are dependent and
could not cook for themselves if
that were required. Besides,. I see

students cleaning up after

,

themselves just as they would at
home. Only a few take advantage
'.
of the; services offered
Wooster students, according to
Simonsson, are relieved of these

practical responsibilities.

--

Therefore, they are living orr an
isolated island apart from the "real
world", where everyone handles
practical responsibilities on their
own. She says Wooster students
are in for a shock when they join
that real world. In contrast, my five
companions and I took the switch
from Wooster - dorm life to
Portland apartment fife in stride.
None of us were any worse off
from having Bved in Isolation' at
Wooster for a year prior to our

7

experience in Portland. In fact, the
disciplined concentration required
in class-worat Wooster probably
played on our consciences,
prompting us to work harder and
expect more from ourselves and
our experiences. Further, I would
not be at Wooster if I did not think
cont. on pg. 5

Dear Editor, '
Positive efforts have been made

the

over

years to control

environmental abuse; however,
man continues to pollute the air,
waters and lands surrounding him.
Tuesday, April 22 marks the
first anniversary of a special
movement in America. Ten years
ago citizens celebrated Earth Day
by attending lectures and rallies,
visiting exhibits, and increasing
their environmental awareness.
A new decade is upon us. We
must reassess our values. Do we
really want to live in a fast,
modern, "thing" oriented society?
I ufgsDstudents, faculty and
friends torake. part in Earth
Day'80. Appreciate the natural
beauty around you: take a walk in
the woods or to work, watch the
sunrise or sunset, slow down. I
encourage all to learn about

alternative energy sources,
participate in environmental

groups, recycle...the list is endless.
Decide that today will be the
beginning of a new relationship
between you and the world.
As Robert Cahn says in the
March issue of "Audobon".
The real burden for ' a
.'decade of environmental"
- enlightenment thus Ees on
all-- of us, individually and
collectively. As we enter this
pivotal period, it might be
well to recall those words
from The Lorax, that
environmental aware Dr.

McSorley Speaks on Nuclear War

cont. from pg. 1 possibility of widespread radiation

poisoning which would deform
future generations, as well as,
increase the probability of plagues.

Intergroup
--

Dear Editor,
.
There were several things'stated
in last week's Voice article "Wooster Students Receive First Place
Award" that I think deserve further
.

of one God. For this reason he sees
no reason for killing. "You can not
imagine your sister asking your
mother to help you plot to kill your
brother,' exemplified McSorely.
McSorely also pointed out that this
doctrine of love applies also to
enemies so that we must love even
the Ayatullahs and Nixons. '
The means of achieving a goal
must be compatible with the ends

variety of types of music (jazz,
rock) more frequently. This is very .
important in broadening the base
of any performer. As for the quote
clarification. ""- "
As serious musicians, Maxine that staying at Wooster is "detriand I cannot afford to treat any mental to my growth as a
performance as a "farce." Our musician," this has to be taken in
reputations are entirely based on the above context At Wooster I
the way we play. We work hard to have no one to compete with, and
make each performance our best ' no way to gauge how I rate
performance. In preparing for the compared with others going into
OMTA contest. Max and I tried to sax performance. This scares me!
be realistic We realized that the This isolation could have very
odds for winning were sHm, but mis harmful effects on me as a
does not mean that we treated the saxophonist, which is why Wooster
may . be "detrimental to my
whole thing as a Joke.
The statement that "there is no growth".- - The quote - was- - not
intended to reflect upon the music
saxophone instructor at Wooster"
needs elaboration. Wooster does department in ANY way. My apologies to any who
have a sax teacher, and a really
misinterpreted the article or were .
good- - one. Nancy Buckingham
(professor of orchestration and disturbed by its content I hope this
letter clarifies things..
conducting) is the college saxoSincerely,
phone instructor and .was.' my
DonCRicc
teacher for two years. It was Ms. .
Buckingham who suggested that I
study sax at Cleveland State
(where a saxophone specialist had .
Dear Editor
Just been hired), and tt was under
In the April 11 issue of the Voice
I
her guidance last year mat
was a lengthy front-pag-e
there
learned the Creston piece. t article by Kevin Grubb entitled
Finally, I mink that the reasons
"Wooster Music Scholars Receive
why I am attempting to transfer
First Place Award." The article
were unclear. One of the best ways
Justly
draws attention to a noteimprove
for a musician to
hisher
worthy achievement by two of
playing is by constantly being in
touch with other performers of the Wooster's excellent student
same instrument By transferring to performers.
However, the article casts some
a larger school (such as the U. of
aspersions on the faculty member
M.), I would put myself into such
an environment Many of the sax who sponsored the
players at Michigan would be duo (namely, me), and on the
Music Department of this college.
better than L thus giving me more
might have been avoided if
These
and,
in
harder
impetus to' practice
Mr. Grubb had deemed it worth his
the long run, PLAY BETTER.
Being at a larger school. also gives time to interview me as well as the
students; unfortunately he did not
My suggestion that the pair enter
NOTE: All letters to the editor,
the ensemble competition at Ohio
articles, or any other submissions
State was most emphatically not a
must be typed.
-7
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the air force and their motto 'Peace
is our profession' as an example of
using unjustified means to achieve
a just end..
McSorely cautioned that we
must be careful how we feel about
our enemies. Using Russia as an
example, McSorely assured that
"their weapons can destroy only
our bodies and not our souls, and
this we must remember. If we plan
to destroy them, we have, already
separated ourselves from God."
To protest war and promote
'

peace, McSorely asked that,
"outrage not be directed against

individuals, but against the institutions which destroy." In closing.
McSorely suggested people begin
this protest by not paying taxes to
our government which uses this
money extensively for the support
and development of militaristic
equipment.
--

--

.

Article Casts Aspersions on Faculty

.

ext 433.

Editor-in-Chi- ef

MCwolii

--

-

"Sincerely,

.

one the opportunity to play a

.-

Janis Thompson
.

McSorely.
Like hitting someone who is in
danger in an attempt to save the

Clarification of Music Story Sought

whole awful totNothing is
going to get betterIt's not.'
Please care. Celebrate Earth

.

emphawithout reciprocation,
sized McSorely. McSorely identified all people as brothers and
sisters because they are all children

person and then making up for
striking them, one must reconcile
with the person or persons one is
using force against. McSorely
explained. "We must have love

-

.

Seuss fable: 'UNLESS
someone like youCares a

-

lethal, conflict,

McSorely's definition of war, is not
compatible with the New Testament he explained. McSorely
author of New Testament Basis for
Peacemaking, asked- listeners to
realize, "how far off Christians are

.

Day'80.

1

from what they should be." The
love of Jesus should be the guide
for all of our actions. "Would Jesus
press the button?" questioned

Rice-Naujo-

ks

"whimsical notion," and a "farce"
was the farthest thing from my
mind. True, the students may not
aJ
l
iiavc uiuuyra a.
iney tnaat mucnl. 01 a
However,
any responsible
chance.
music teacher knows that entering
unqualified performers in a competition can sorely wound their
and damage the prestige of the institution they represent, not to mention the reputation
of the 'teacher. I urged them to
enter because i knew that Don and
Maxine at their best are formidable
musicians and had a good chance
of winning.
The penultimate paragraph of
Mr. Grubb's article might raise'
some doubts as to the quality of
the college's Music Department
Because of our limited staff size we
cont. on pg. 6
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Dark Horse Emerges from Shadows;
John Anderson Runs for Presidency

MUMBLINGS
'

iy Mike Lauber

'

wore the longest and whitest of the
bunch. Wooster could not pay ,
was
unoctor of the ..1870's
adequate salaries (a tradition surthan
world
larger
in
a
smaller
to this day), yet the founding
viving
today's Wooster. The majority of
were insistent on finding
fathers
Wayne
or
from
came
the students
of the highest quality.
professors
adjacent counties. Many had never
those finally enticed to
Apparently
home.
traveled fifty miles from
Electricity was in its infancy, teach here couldn't afford clean'
automobiles unborn. In the Sevent- faces.'
Curriculum in the first decade
ies,- Ohio was still a westward-facinlike a lot of fun. The first
sounds
state bordering on
all courses were
1870
year
wilderness.
j
Greek and Latin
Math,
prescribed.
the wuaerness was newn a
for Freshmen.
schedule
the
filled
campus of 21 acres. Many of the
little French
a
took
Sophomores
fall
and
the
in
ablaze
find
trees we
addition to
jn
little
Rhetoric
a
and
budding to fife in the spring
Latin
Latin.
and
Greek
Math,
more
commencement
witnessed the first
through
the
continued
Greek
and
110 years ago. Under these trees
PsycholoPhysics,
years;
two
next
particularly those found in the Oak
Analogy filled out
Grove between Galpin, Kauke and gy and Butler's
as did Chemistry.
year
Junior
the
Severance- - once grew fifty or
Ethics. Political
Botany.
Geology.
as
use
more dogwoods. Their
Law
International
and
Economy
hitching posts for hundreds of
Seniors.
for
came.,
teams of horses of those who
The following year study was
to attend, chapel or commence- reorganized
Into three fines of
ments unfortunately destroyed all
and Seniors:
Juniors
for
study
oi inem. i ne cirns uim icwwu
and a
v Latin
Math
Greek.
and
front of Kauke before succumbing
and
French
or
language,
modern,
were
ago
to disease not too long
of
fines
later
years
Two
German.
planted hi the spring of 1874.
the
changed
into
again
were
study
day
The town of Wooster of that
Classical, Philosophical and Scienthad about five thousand people
Educational Policies
(5119 according to the census), ific. The probably had fits.
Committee
Bowman
of
nearlu all livina south
Grading was totally numerical
Street. This created obvious probthan by letters: 100 had to
rather
the
quell
lems, for jio Kroger could
One story Is told of
perfection.
midday munchies. Domino's didn't be
who once marked an
wood
Kirk
Dr.
deliver.
of the solutions to
The student of the day leaped exam, consisting
in Analytical
problems
original
ten
from his couch in one house, fled
home but
went
He
100.
Geometry,
m
down the hill for his daily tooa
lest he
him
worried
his
conscience
another, climbed the Hill at least
He
mark.
undeserved
an
given
had
twice a day for classes, returned a again
and
again
paper
the
reread
U .11111.
J
J
avail; it was a legitimate ,
meetings in the evening, went to but to no you wish YOUR profs
(Don't
100.
Oratorio practice in the Old Music
worry so over YOUR
Hall on North Bever Street and had to
attended lectures in the City Opera papers?)
A century later the world is
House downtown. Frequent
more familiar'
to Highland Park in the much smaller, much
flit
to Florida for
Folks
us.
of
all
to
spring and fall supplemented with
frolicking over breaks,
and
fun
ice
for
Creek
treks to the Killbuck
from the world over
skating during the winter, also students arrive
and a great
Babcock
five
in
to
student
of the
the. fitness
insured
find
.
. .
students
domestic
many
body legs. Jogging was uninvemeu
and
Florence
Flanders,
France,
as well as unnecessary.
fascinating.
Tho fewtihu of those earlv vears Fraus
Today the College consists of
was small but choice. All but
wooded, paved and civilized
President Lord (This is not a 300 reeking of tradition. We
acres
of reverredundant
.. - expressionII Mil.
enjoy an array of letters with pluses
for .grades, not to
wore beards. Several of the faculty and minuses meaningless SNC
the
mention
downy
beards flowed knq and
ferry us up. down .and all
white, housing a few small crea- Buses
town for a pittance. Greek
around
tures perhaps. President Taylor,
cont. on pg. 5
who succeeded Dr. Lord in 1873,
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by Lee Merrill

The fights dim. An Incredible
monster, arms
his female prisoner,

.

system, is crushing originality and
the motivation to learn. I his reai-fif-e
scene is equally bewildering:
how can something so
be so lethal?
The beginning of the problem
may be traced to the first report
card. From the moment we begin
to understand the significance of a
grade, like Pavlovian dogs we are
taught to sit up and speak for that
A. Pavlov would
doesn't the
method:
his
defend
concept of reward coax from the
- dog a higher level of performance
than he might choose for himself?
However, to imply that the same
means is necessary to extract
from a human being a high level of
performance is to underestimate
the inner drive that produced such
men as Bach, Edison, and
Lincoln. Educators
Abraham
might as well turn their A upside
down and model it into a crutch;
they are teaching students the role
well-meanin-

all-importa-

. . Jeff Hendrickson
guest
m editorial . - noctlodauiau in the faculty lounge
a
On I uesaay evening. rt im t ion
by the ChnshanSoence
sponsored
in Lowry Center, this year's lecture
organization on campus, took place. The speaker was Mr. Thomas
s,nce
ine-SkChicago,
m
teacher
Science
Christian
official
1962 and also is an
creative
and
broad
a
entitk "Riding Easy in the Harness." was
egraDy
freedom .in fife
we
McC
connected to our relationship with God.
tafc
The
God.
ancUr
shouki all live according to our Wgrt
kncledge of what
particularly suited for those who had littleunderstanding
of the
basic
a
had
who
SsferTScience is about, but
of the
of Christianity. Unfortunately
adherents to
composed of people who were already
twenty-fivabout
lasted
which
lecture,
the
SckmcAfter
mmunal,
was
response
The
questions
the floor for
anTsady sojbecause the few questions he did answer he dealt with
coretrSvely. extensively and as diplomatically as possible. When one
rrnhne
to et him to point out the differences between
did not come
Christian Science, he flatly stated that he
ro
the dtferences and divisions between various
SgEns
but to encourage unity and to enhance the mOttaeft
and
ttelectutquitesu
Mr
Selene yet felt encouraged by the principles and stones which
yield to. as
continually
challenged
to
I
McoS had shared arid also.
he stated it. "the power of God."
.
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is his call for a
Not characteristic of his fiscal Republican orthodoxy
consumption.
discourage
will
50 a gallon tax on gasoline, which he feels
votes.
Anderson
discouraging
now
probably
is
it
More than anything,
an
Anderson also holds the placard of a liberal. He opposes
hwn
made
has
which
desegregation
racial
amendment to ban busing for

cripple,

,.

encouraging them to depend on an
outside source for motivation.
The result of this crippled
motivation is a
education. "What is
I have to know
amount
least
the
for this test?", "How many
homework assignments can I not
turn in and still pass the course?"
"Is there a cake course available in
my major?" Our motivation no
longer stems from man's ions-olcuriosity: How? Why?
Education is a
monster. It produces another
problem equally as crippling:
intellectual snpooery. ever since
education in this country became
mandatory, society has equated
success with academic prowess.
Those who can not hack the
reading, writing, and "rithmetic
regimen are branded failures.
Musk, carpentry, basketweaving
- these talents have earned the
cut-abng-the-dotted-K-

Christian Scientist Encourages Unity

g

nt.

of motivational

.

S'uslicicornind's

g

presses her to him, bewildered
when she falls to the ground
crushed of fife. It is the typical
ending to a late night horror flick.
Today' a very, different kmd of
monster is starring in its own
horror picture. Modern education,
embracing most Americans with
the talons of the public school

--

IJurej

lovingly-embracin-

Hulk-typ- e
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on the 1980
This article is the first in a series by Timothy E. Spence
candidates.
Presidential
Two months ago it wasn't even John who.
It was just Who.
j 1for
candidacy
When Rep. John B. Anderson (R, BL) announced his
President last June, he was considered an even further longshot than the
Doles and Cranes and Stassens who crowed the rear of the GOP
. .
,
diamond.
But Anderson has survived capitulation, unlike Senators BobDole,
Howard Baker and Larry Pressler, John ConnaDy and Rep. Philip Crane.
He has broad appeal Liberals and Democrats, disenchanted with a
faltering Ted Kennedy and President Jimmy Carter's crumbling New
Anderson as an alternative. He has
Foundation, look to the
support from college students who turn up their noses at old guards Uke
Ronald Reagan and burn artificial draft cards in protest of Carter s recent
.
,
hawkish actions.
t.
rather
To his credit, Anderson's experience in public service has beenpolitical
extensive and he seems to be as dedicated to his current
position as is Ted Kennedy to his post in the upper chamber. Prior to
being elected to the House from his home in Rockford, minots, in 1960,
Anderson served his local government after rawing availed for the federal
government in foreign service. A lawyer by profession. Anderson is
considered - evert among former GOP Presidential contenders - to be
who
one of the more erudite members of the House. Said Senator Dole,
probably
Anderson
is
ring,
John
GOP
in
showing
the
made a lackluster
the brightest of the Republican candidates."
party
. Congressman Anderson is drawing support from hterab in both
arenas, as well as from puzzled independents. He has beenplaymgbaDin
left field since a revelation - or dedication to serve under the auspices of
"human rights" - overcame him in 1969.
The Congressman, prior to 1969, was even more consewabye than
Reagan, aligning himself with Senator Barry Goldwater's fellows m 1964.
Americans for
Just prior to the November elections in 1968, the
of the
counterpart
conservative
the
(ACA)
Action
Constitutional
wrote of the Rockford
Americans for Democratic Action
Congressman, "He stands firm against the liberal pressures in
Washington, the wild spending schemes, and the permissive society
offered by proponents of the Great Society."
Presidential candidate Anderson is quite the opposite today, garnering
ACA averages below 50. This is to his benefit claims his campaign staff.
Says Anderson's campaign chief, William G. Bradford, "Anderson is a
- Republican who dares to wear his wallet on the right and his heart on the
left."
Fiscally, Anderson shoulders a Republican banner, calling for a
balanced budget and eventual tax reductions. According to
Congressional Quarterly, he "abhors budget deficits and lavish spending
programs." He espouses gradual tax cuts, though nothing as drastic as
Reagan or his colleague Rep. Jack F. Kemp (R. N.Y.) embrace. As
Anderson says, "We cannot launch another spending spree to cure

Right-to-Lif- e

Itsand

nes

RSter,

--

d

multi-heade- d

--

disreputable surnames

quite popular with many Black groups. He has won over feminists by
calling for the ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment. Moreover, he
supporters of the
is appealing to the moderate and leftward leaning
II Treaties. However,
Carter Administration's Panama Canal and SALTgroups
by opposing a
AndSndraws the anathema of
abortion.
ban
to
constitutional amendment
Spite his support from independents. disenchanted
Urge battk:
thebefuddled left of the Republican Party. Anderson has a
before him. He has yet to win a state primary.
opponent, Ronald
Anderson and George Bush face .a formidableshoe-iat Dror- tb the
to
seems
at this writing,
.
.
among
-- uad
Dooulantv
A
his
- recently m fKl
summer. Keagan, ue
Badger
the
especially
Democrats,
many
independents and

of

extracurricular and "cakey". In
designing the education system,
educators have failed to recognize
the equivalent importance of
talents in the arts and in the
manual trades. They have failed to
recognize that not everyone
should spend sixteen or more
years of their life trying to become
a scholar. They have failed to
cont. on pg. 5
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batting average. Anderson might go Bull Moose
WUaDy was qurte
(i e cteose torunas an independent). Though he
concedes that a
now
he
jersey,
G
OP
adnenVatout playing left field in a
considered.
might
be
1 IT Jv
third party route
vSTofTFteagan

Thengressman

migrrf

TS!2S

also

pleasing couple some arialysts claim, a
cwnpaniorV af his sk
4tReagancIaims that he wants an ideologicalNumber
Taking
the
Bush.
maybe even
perhaps
Kagahwould probably be difficult for Anderson m view of Anderson s
determination and the ideological heterogeneity.
White
Congress into the un,Wa
The last President to step directly out of
w
a
18W).
ioo,
m
oarneio,
was wJames A. Garfield
House
nuusc WW
i?-vMx-

jK,
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Fifth Annual Booksale in Andrews to

Koom
Take Place in Library Lecture
otft books, and wnnarawn
Andrews library Is sponsoring
its fifth book sale in the senes
generated by the Basement Backlog Project, which began in 1975.
The sale will be held in the Library
Lecture Room from 9 to 9 on both
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 22
and 23.
Over 5000 books will be available at low prices. The sale books
have been selected from dupli- -

rt0

volumes which are not needed by
the library. They represent over 30
subject categories including literature, history, science, and religion.
Paperbacks will "cost 10 cents,
hardbacks a quarter, with some
reference materials, sets and special volumes priced slightly higher.
This fifth book sale is the largest
held by the library to date.
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Pianist Joseph Schwartz Performs
Beethoven, Debussy, Chopin, Liszt

Eugenia Hull Wins
BSA Presidency.

Between Beethoven's ability to
make a simple theme work again

by Katherine L Blood
The sex roles were reversed last
week as the women won the key
positions in the Black. Student'

bySusanReld
He tvtiked In, nodding to his
applauding audience, saying
nothing, and sat down to do that
for which he had come. One sofid
chord was his introduction, proclaiming that the evening of music
was under way.
Joseph Schwartz, brought to the
college for last Monday's recital by
The Student Activities Board and
the Cultural Events committee, is
currently Professor of piano at
Oberiin College. He has a prestigious musical past, having "given
several concerts at Carnegie Hall in
Nev .Votk? and having- toured
Europe South America and ther
U.S. His 'performance
Monday
evening in Mac key Hall was a rich
musical treat for the campus.
In glancing at the program for
Joseph Schwartz's recital, last
-

--

Monday evening, Beethoven's
Fifteen Variations and Fuge, Opus
15 might have caused minor
discomfort to the audience. Ftf- teen different approaches to the
same bit of melody can often be
boring at best. Monday evening,
however, we were pleasantly
surprised.

Why Jesus Christ?

.

and

and

again

again....and

Schwartz's sensitive, sure, powerful
style, we found ourselves wondering what would come next, held in
the suspense of shifting patterns
and moods.
In the Debussy pieces that
followed, Schwartz combined skill
and sensitivity in the rippling,
dream&ke "Reflets Jfens L'eau,"
then, making a graceful, barely
noticeable transition, he moved
into the tremulous, elusive rhythms
of Lisle Joyouse. The first half of.
the recital ended in an abrupt
'
cascade, fit chords, tumbling down :
into deep rorriblrngs, with the last
overtones of chords hanging,
waiting for the musician to set his
audience free for intermission.
The second half of the program,
consisting mainly of Chopin with
one Liszt Rhapsody, continued to
show the skill and sensitivity of the
pianist The first two Chopin
Pieces,' Barcarolle and Waltz in A
Flat Major. Opus 4Z took different
approaches to waltz rhythms, and
were given a great deal of freedom
by Schwartz. He held chords
suspended, balancing, and swinging into varying rhythms, now
rapid and Bght, now rolling and
roaring, his head and body swaying over the keys, working with the
rhythms and dynamics of the
music.
The Liszt, with its complex
weaving of folk .melodies and
dance rhythms was , to have

Eugenia

elections.

Association

'

Hull was elected president
replacing Don Rice. Other newly
elected members of the executive
Jennifer
board are
jSmith, treasurer Charlene Kemp,
. corresponding secretary Rodney
McCIaister. recording secretary
- Abdou Sarr and Sargeant of Arms
Cayle Jackson.
Eugenia Hull does not actually
take office until next fall but has
already outlined a number of short
range, goals she hopes to
accomplish before she starts her
term. Her goals include: - ' '
.

vice-preside- nt

.

,

.

Richard McSorley following his lecture Photo by Jay Heker.

Wagner Commitment Leads to Success
by Martha Oesch
Found: coed residence hall,
programs geared toward student
interest, sense of community and
fun. Reply Wagner Hall. Since its '
conception two years ago,
Wagner personality has been
steadily emerging as a viable living
alternative. The original theme "A
Question of Values' has allowed
its programming to be more
diverse - and experimental
in
accommodating both the social
and 'educational needs of - its

non-tradition-

--

Interested in making BSA a viable
organization on campus.
Completing the constitutional
revision begun last quarter.
Making plans - for Freshmen
Orientation week activities.

'

:

.

.

Identifying the members

"Alternate Lifestyles', with topics
ranging from the advantages of
being single to the Amish life,
Wagner has continued its focus on
value issues, this quarter with
programs on society's role in the
plight of minorities. Through our
programming we try to offer
people a chance to look at their
options in life, whether, to remain
single or opt for a
marriage,' comments Daywalt.
Outside of programming the
staff has worked to project an
atmosphere where, as Daywalt
describes it, "People can relax and
be individuals while remembering
to . use discretion.'' Organized
social programming takes on an
important role m promoting that

-

.

Instituting basic- - parliamentary
procedures in BSA meetings.
.Electing parliamentary and
chairpersons of BSA committees.
Beginning to instill a greater
sense1 oS congeniality and solidarity
among BSA members.

al

"

Hull stressed that BSA's
residents. "Providing -- an
primary purpose was to instil! a
atmosphere for people to fed
greater sense of unity among the
comfortable In and to get to know
black students on campus.
one another, that's a part of
HuD also plans to accomplish
values," observes Bill Daywalt,
long term goals. These goals
sorne
'
'
director of Wagner.
include
a. more active role irr
As with any new project with as
sense of community which planning the
curriculum in order to
concluded the - program, but much flexibility as Wagner the ;' distinguishes just a dorm from a make courses
more representa- '
major
hafl.
Popcorn study ,tive
obstacle has been in
residence
Schwartz emerged, bowing to .
black
of
students. HuB
the
defining the goals of the program.
breaks or slide shows and all dorm
introduce- - an encore, a Chopin
a possible Campus
Dzywah attributes the work of the ' parties provide the incentive for suggested
"' '
cont: on pg. 6 xvy
contrasts m tone, tempo, pttcn and , RA's,' the program board arid the ' residents to mingle with others.
nMnttiwve
Christ.
mood, finally ending in a series of commitment of the residents as v' Resident Gayie Johnson remarks, .
In the frridsi of discussions on firm chords, leaving a thoroughly ' responsible ' for overcoming the
"As far as a dorm it's pretty tight
political, economic, social and impressed audience with an nebulous nature of the program.'
knit. It's a personable dorm.1
ethical issues on campus, the good evening of art and skillful
Starting in the faD with a series of - Linda Kuban,' another resident,
' news of Jesus Christ is often sensitivity.
panels and discussions on adds, "I don't spend much time
by Dianha Troyer
unheard. Yet his' message is
here but I still feel I know a lot of
Commended as a refreshing
clearer and offers more hope to Show Off Hidden Talents in Cage
the people and just feel really and. provocative ' speaker. Dr.
any individual than can any
e
show will begin at 8;00 and run comfortable with them."
Lytia Howard is visiting campus,
by Tom Warner ,.
solution. If you would tike to
.Wagner's success this' year ' sponsored by Hesson House. She
until about .
The party is then
hear a direct personal account of
For those of you on campus
planned to keep things going until owes a lot to the sense of wiD speak Saturday in Lowry
new life in Him, then come Esten to with hidden talents, your chance
community which formed allowing Center Room 119 at 11 on "Black
1:00.
- To
Wooster students: explain how to finally show them off will be on
become a participant in the people to deal more easily with Women in
Situations.'
Christ changed them.
April 26 in the Campus Talent
Talent Show, to be emceed by problems themselves . as - they Sunday at McGaw, Howard will
Show.; The Black Forum
Daryl Ward and Frances arose. Daywalt notes that, "People deliver the message, "Intoxication
Committee, part of the SAB., will
Richardson, just sign up either m began to make a commitment to with a New Wine."
host this event for the first time
Lowry Center or Kittredge HaBon the program and each year will
According to Francis RichardSm Europa Economfcatty By TraM
year.
Garlic,
Valencia
this
build on that because of the son of Hesson House, Howard is
April
16 or 17. Cash prizes are
1 Montll YOUTMPASS onty (290
chairperson for the Black Forum
UnHmttM Ratt Trawl In IS Countrtad
being awarded by the Black progress made this year." Mot aS "willing to play the listener role as
ISTdanRaH Paana IS or 21 Oaya.
Committee, adds that not only are . Forum Committee, so for those of these feelings of belonging are the well as the speaker role.a very
1. 2 or 1 Months SAME DAV SERVICE
Wa Wrott tha
By EuraH
they hosting the show, but
you who are short on book moneys result of its coed feature. There's rare and unique quality among
WrH or Ptiona tta Baa Expartac
afterwards there will be a party
or pizza money and have a great an automatic change in scholarly individuals."
THE TRAVEL GUIDE CO.
'
with the music provided by
atmosphere because it's coed
act, be sure not to miss the signHoward traveled extensively
Columbus. OMO 43220
Harambee One Productions. '
which
lends
itself toward a more through the United States arid
ups. For those of you who just
B144S372
Being staged in the Cage, the
want to have a fun night or who natural atmosphere, but yet that parts , of England, Germany;
might be looking for a star to sense of community doesn't Turkey, Lebanon, Israel, Pakistan,
become the agent of, set aside this always happen," remarks Canada, ' Holland and the
Daywalt "It wouldn't be the same Bahamas.
evening now.
.
There will be a $1 admission without ., the program and the , A sociologist professor - at
'
:
charge at the door and popcorn, ccenmitment."
Spehnan College in Atlanta, Dr7
i
Wagner,
Last
will
quarter
staged Howard-- , has received scholarly .
beer and pop
be on hand. This
dinner in the honors. A member of the
could be just the first step in along their own
784 Pittsburgh
$. 4sign-u-p
lounge.
basement
Spring now,. sociological honor society and
career,
be
bashful,
so
don't
-r
.
Avenue
and. show yourself off at the pulls the dorm outside for a swim
. she
received' a
Campus Talent Show on April 26. and weiher roast in May, along Certificate of Appreciation from
"The Pizza with the
Secret!
the Prime Minister of Israel in
cont. on pg. 6
"Mad to Order CIimn, Papparoni, Sausage. ,
Dec... 1975. The Church of God in
UuMhrooms, Anchortea, Peppers. Onion
Christ in central Georgia honored
Howard in 1977 with a plaque for
5.
'Unbaked pizza to go
STYLING & HAIRCUTS
dedicated service.
by David Burton
Do you have purpose and peace
in your fife? Jesus Christ offers
those gifts to you. He has changed
the lives of thousands of students
on college campuses across
America. Wednesday at 9 p .m. in
Wagner Lounge, three members
of Wooster Christian Fellowship -David Burton, Linda Kuban and

;
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Intoxication with
A New Wine"
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Also Serving Italian - American Foods
VrHLCQZin TO WOOSTEIl!
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the Sociology Club and Student

Christian League.
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Student Assesses Critique
.

A

-

conr. jrom pg-- e
the "reaT world." Why
should any of us spend time in a
world that is not real (unreal
defined in the American Heritage
Dictionary as Imaginary, false,
unsustaining)? If the learning
situation here isn't one of many
parts of students' real fives, I am
sorry they are here. '
Of course, something is wrong if
we can't focus seriously on current
events (events Simonsson would
probably label real) or things that
happen outside the College
community. But keeping up with
world news is possible here, it just
takes extra work. This fact,
however, is not exclusive to
.

those who five in the outside
community are' also better off
because they live amongst people
with a broad spectrum of intersts.
Implied then, is that students at
Wooster are homogeneous - none
of us has much to offer the others
in conversation, experiences and
the like because most of our
interests and experiences are the
same. In Portland I lived down the
hall from a drug addict who was on

it "was

'

methadone

treatment

and,

was convicted of
armed robbery toward the end of
our stay. Talking with him was
certainly a 'diverse' encounter, but
I don't think I assimilated any of
the "extra --"understanding,. and
responsibility for 'others" that
as an asset
must work a little extra to pick up a Simonsson mentioned
'
paper or watch the news and then to living in an "outside .
get involved in different issues. community." In fact; I grow more
Smnonsson seems to tninK oeing a from talking to my roommate and
part of that real, outside world halbnates at Wooster who do,
believe it or not, have different
contemporary issues. The fact is, 'interests than I do.
From my "outside of Wooster"
anyone (even someone who fives
in an apartment!), can come home experience I can be confident that
every night, curl up in the armchair I am prepared for , fife, after
and fafl asleep, having never graduation - and I can even look
unfolded a newspaper. College forward to it.
students don't have it any harder
or easier. Everyone has to make
incidentally,

,

--

;

.

-

-

:

Haelstjxe

.

a touch of Ginger Rogers
and Fred Astaire, as Jenny
MacheU,

"Kaleidoscope" is the perfect
name for the dance recital to be
performed tonight and tornorrow
afternoon in McGaw Chapel by
the College of Wooster Dance
Company. The program is one of
shifting, colorful patterns, different
from one moment to the next, built
upon individual members.
The company has made some
changes since its performance last
fall.. These include auditions by
each member, the move to

describes it. "Lonely town,"
choreographed and danced by
Maniee Burgess, is dramatic and
beautiful. "Sketches," choreographed arid performed by Meg

Burnham, continues in an
interpretive style. "Exodus,"

choreographed

enthusiasm, and" in general a
stronger, more trained performance level Managerdirector Barb
Brown feels it is a
and is thrilled by their dedication in
.creating this recital.
The pieces in the recital are,
new-compan-

briefly, as follows. "Sabation,"
choreographed by Cindy Force, a

jazzy,: snappy,- - zesty opening.
"Amigas,".: choreographed
and
performed by Jan'irchfvekt
i
Mei Woo, accompanied with
an original song played and sung
by Martha Patterson. "On a Sunny
Afternoon," choreographed by
Jenny Parrish, performed with Jeff
and-Me-

EDGEWISE
pg. 3
cord,
from

recognize that when education or
culture is slapped onto someone's
chest like a gold star or a seal of
graduation, rather than being
drawn out from inside that person
as a realization of his own dreams,

then education and culture

nothing more than
become
vestigial appendages.
A character in Rodger's and
Hammerstein's Carousel quips, "I
.

This
had a mother-onc- e."
monster of an education system
also has a parent. It was birthed by
those American ideals which
demand quality even at the price of
.superficiality.

--

by ballet

pace to an abstract style,

y

choreographed by Meg Burnham.
"March of the Siamese Children"
choreographed and performed by
Sally Roach, is a lightly exotic,
charming solo. "Anthems to
Love," choreographed by Barb
Brown, performed by Marrlee
Burgess and Scott Paynter, is a
. romantic; and tender love story.
'
'
There is .'a rousing', country-westerstyle,' "Pkkin' the Sun
Down," choreographed by Cindy
Force.
Also assisting with the company
was Mary Nell Lent. Paul Mills and
Paul Smith have managed fights
and sound for the performance.
Cost of the recital is 50 cents and
showtimes are 8:15 Friday, 3:00
Saturday.

.

.

ATTENTION: Please return any
issues of the Current Digest of The
Soviet Press. Several 1979 issues
are missing and they are needed
I.S.
for a

htov

travel f
Consultants
Ffcfr

-

and Latin have become curiosities
for most, Butler's Analogy an
unknown and liberal arts something entirely new. Hopefully,
however. Woo students still strive
for some sort of perfection In a
liberal arts context just as those a
century ago.

-
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MUMBLINGS
cont. from pg..3

343 E. DOY7MAN fit,
For Your Convenience

Just off the College Campus
Tickets lor Passion Play
August 10. 11
'

ODERAMMERGAU

$225

CALL
264-65- 05

Itogllsfd

OMo Trw
TASKS

Agent

It was birthed by

those standards which often
pressure men to doubt the
greatness of their own ambitions
and standards. Unless we can
retrain that monster through an
education process better than our
'.

HAYES

own, we may find ourselves
emptied of inner ambition and
desire, hollowed worshippers of
the gods of the alphabet.

.

IBM.

-

Facit - Most Brands
at

J.B. Service
in I ha Ctrtlaaa Hill

SHOP

2522 Cleveland Rd.

ShAtXhna Cantar

Pttono-

-

262-884-

C

.

ve

and Sales
345-740- 5

m

d

instructur .Theresa Perret, solo
performance by Carol Winant, a
delicate interlude, "Dreaming in
Fever," is an abrupt change of

more ,work, more

McGaw,

non-progra-

choreographed by Susie Sawyer,
is in strong classical style. "Etude,"
continues in the ballet mode,

and Repairs

:

kmvi mnro informed on
current events, Simonsson says
-

by Karen McCartney

6:00,.,

Ty pewfi tor; Ren ta Is

of things that are going
be aware
. -j
I:. J .1
no or Ima !hkuvkjuo
Of if
on ouisiae
'
fife.

n

Dance PeHormance Opens in MeG&w?

7:30-9:3-

'

Beta pledge Steve Weaver finds next hem on the scavenger
'
hunt. Photo by Jay Heiser.
,
'

7:30-9:3- 0

"

al

non-residenti-

continue the programs established
by Myers House in past years.
This group would give out
information on alcohol, drug, and
sexual problems. If you are
interested in becoming involved in
such a program contact either
Charlie Dearborn or Diane KroU.
The SGA is giving away free
folders for all your papers, junk, or
whatever Look for them around
campus-ta- ke
as many as you
want.
The Development Committee
will be having aPhone-athonext
week (Apri$124) from
p.rnT.They need students whq.,j-- j
would be. willing to devote some
time to this project. If you would
like to help, contact John Talbot.
The SGA Bookboard is now
up. It is located on the wall behind
the keys and facilities office. So, if
you want to buyborrow or
selllend go check it out..
Next year students will have a
new housing option-- a
co-eresidential unit.
Stevenson is the designated dorm.
Fourth section will be divided
between Fourth Section and the
Peanuts. Fifth Section will be
.available through room draw.
Next year Holden Annex will be
allocated to freshman males.
Congratulations go to the SAC for
their hard work to make this a

...

0

"

a
task force or ad hoc committee to
.

"

3:30-5.-0-

The Dean's office is interested
in establishing

1

.

ff

1

-

What would ft be like to become . Lecture Room, Assistant Dean
suddenly part of a minority instead Ken Goings will moderate a panel
of the majority? This is only one discussion to give everyone a
aspect of the complex situation chance to become more aware.
that a black student must face Wooster students Gary' Adkins,
when leaving his high school for a .Vincent Coleman, Eugenia Hull,
college like Wooster. Thus Friday Karen Kitt, Joyce Morrow, and
and Saturday, April 18 and 19, the Lynette Parker will comprise the
Great Lakes College Association panel The topic is "Black
will hold a conference, "Black Students' Expectations on a White
Students on White Campuses." Its Campus."
purpose will be to deal with issues - It is because of Ken Goings that
such as the "culture shock" faced the GLCA is able to bring this
by many black students; a conference
to .Wooster this
situation often compounded by a weekend. Faculty from Oberfin,
lack of awareness on the part of Denison, and Kalamazoo wfll be
many white students.
participating. The complete
Tonight at 7:30, in the Library schedule is:
Friday, April 18
p.m.
. Keynote Address: Black Students and Colleges:
Library Lecture Should Each Seek the OthetOut?
Room
p.m. . Vice President William Baird, The College of Wooster!
0
p.m.
Panel Discussion: Black Students' Expectations on a'
'
'
Library Lecture White Campus
Goings
Moderator: Assistant Dean Ken
Room
Panelists: CoUege-o- f Wooster students
,
. Saturday, April 19 Two Concurrent Sessions:
a.m.
Library Seminar A. "What Special Academic Needs, If Any, Exist for
Rooms
Black Students and What Is Being Done on GLCA
Campuses to Provide for Them?"
.
:
Ralph Deal; Kalamazoo
B. "What Special Activities, Leadership and Support
Should Black Student Groups Have, and What Is
Being Done at GLCA Colleges to Provide for Them?"
John Jackson; Denison
0
noon Two Concurrent Sessions:
Library Seminar C. "Is Black Student Attrition Different From That of
Rooms
Library Seminar C. "Is Black Student Attrition Different From That of
Rooms
Other Students, and What Is Being Done on GLCA
Campuses to Reduce It?"
:.
Booker Peek; OberKn
Eileen Krimsky; Denison
D. "Career Planning for Black Students; What Is
Distinctive About

SGA BRIEFS

1

Er.iDEn
Fpftnrnl Pasnrva

I'
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Carter Plan Cuts Off Aid
-

President Carter's

newly-propose-

so screwed up."

The

d

programs.'"

drastically reducing help to
colleges trying to remove
architectural barriers for

.

.

handicapped students.
The budget, introduced in
March as a means of combating
inflation, proposes giving the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant
(BEOG) program $140 million less
than what President Carter had
proposed in January, when he
submitted his first budget to
Congress.
Steve Leifman, lobbyist for the
Coalition of Independent College
and University Students (usually
referred to as COPUS), estimates
the cuts, if approved, would mean
that every student with BEOG aid
w43 get $50 less next- - year,

carnpuses will be going up.
danger in that, Leifman
that the people who
: explains,
. can least afford the cut are going to
;;-y'
:;b cut first"
Congress still must approve the
' president's new " budget,: but
Leifman expects it to approve the
.BEOG. cut because "Congress is

i

t
t
i

.

If the cuts are approved, total
Applications for editor of The
BEOG funding for the 1981 fiscal
are now available from
Index
year would be reduced to $2.16
Hall.
billion, approximately the level of j ChUck Hurst in Kauke .
will be
position
the
for
Interviews
fiscal 1979.
"When you look at the held during the last week of April.
number," - Leifman notes, "it
doesn't look like much of a cut.
But when you figure in an 18 to 20
percent inflation rate, it becomes a
The trend in the early "70s was
substantial cut."
At the U.S. Office of Education, toward greater freedom for dormitory residents, as visitation and
news of the cuts was' met warily.
"We fed the reduction can be hours' policies were relaxed. The
accomplished without disrupting current trend, however, is In the
the current application system,'' opposite direction, as a growing
ventures Thomas Butts, acting concern for dormitory security Is
deputy commissioner for student leading many institutions to rehousing
financial aid.
examine their
"We knew that whatever we did po&des, often to the dismay of
we had to be responsive to the dorm, residents.
Kent State U. students are
economic issues we face," he
protesting their tack of input into ,
adds.
"Overall, one out of every six new visitation policies which pro-students receives some form of hibit overnight guests in dorms
financial aid, COPUS Leifman housing freshmen and sophocomplains. ' "We've launched a mores. The new poky goes into
major campaign to stave off the effect next fall and does not permit
budget cuts. But the most effective admittance of
to a
way to stop' this is through the dorm after 12 pjn. - Sunday
' people who benefit from the through Thursday and after 2 ajn.
programs. Leifman hopes for a on Fridays and Saturdays.-Thgrassroots protest against the new rules apply only to freshmen
cuts.
and sophomore buildings, says
Carter's new budget also asks Roger Sorochty, director of ResiCongress to top $25 million off the dence Services, because the uniamount previously set aside for versity requires those students to
renovations designed to make five on campus.
campuses more accessable for
Because the courts have held
handicapped students.
universities responsible for dorm
Title .VII of the 1973 security, Sorochty says, that reRehabilitation Act demands that
campuses remove architectural sponsibility cannot be turned over
barriers for handicapped students. to the students. "If we let students
A recent U.S. Dept. of Health, set the visitation rules and someEducation, and Welfare study thing goes wrong, it isn't the '
estimated - it would cost $561 students who are taken to court, ifs
million for colleges to meet the the university," he says.
June 2, 1980 deadline for
When a U. of Pittsburgh student
complying with the federal was murdered in a dormitory there
regulations.
in January, 1979, officials were
disturbed to learn that the murder
was a regular guest of
'suspect
to
The student body
resident That incidorm
another
this
special
events
two
attend
of
led
a
to
dent
week in Douglass Hall. Sunday,
new
to
and
po&des
will
visitation
bring
hall
pm,
the
April 20, at 9
restrictions this year, limiting overthree people from Bike Centennial
night visitors to the weekends and
slide
and
in for a fireside discussion
' requiring registration of afl guests.
show illustrating their recent trip
across the country. Monday, April Relatives are allowed to spend ,
weeknights in the dorm, however.
21, Douglass will host a study
break at 9:30 pm with violinist Bob Pitt officials, like those at Kent
r . State, say they are not trying to
Hamilton.
-

'
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BORED
THIS WEEKEND?

The Wooster Inn
Mav u

hfnest-VEA-

L

PARMIG1ANA

A fine cut of hand breaded, sauteed veal,
sewed with tangy Marinara Sauce and topped
with MozzareUa Cheese.

5:00

-

East Wayne Avenue
Reservations Suggested -

264-234-

--

.

effort within the black

community," Hull added.
control the students private
but to make dorms secure. As at
Kent State, however, students are
n i
mm
objecting to the new rules.
Ironically, says Sorochty; KSU
AUDIO VISUAL JOB OPENING
students were clamoring for more
for mechanically, electronically
security last fall, when concern; inclined individual to repair and
assaults led to , maintain Audio Visual equipment.
over
formation of a volunteer escort
Flexible Hours.. .Freshmen,
service. "A number of the student
Sophomores, Juniors only. Call
groups who organized the escort
ext. 385 between 8"' and 5, Monday-Friday- service and said the university
ought to do more for security are
the same people involved in - , Save gas! For summer fun come
organizing student opposition to to Carfedes Canoe Livery at New '
the new visitation hours," he notes. PhOly. Group rates. Lots of fun.
PH

'

Classified Ads
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on-camp-
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216-343-763-

Dykstra Finds

v

216-339-401-

216-339-380-

3.

5.

.

0.

Reporting Faulty

ABORTION: Akron - Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
cont. from pg. 2
do not have a faculty member and confidential abortions up
whose specialty is saxophone. We through 15 weeks. Lowest fees.
do, however, have a superb' ADC accepted. 513 West Market
teacher of woodwind instruments St. Can tofl free
whose specialty is clarinet and who
V
has a great deal to offer almost any
Bridging
student on any instrument of the
woodwind family. I. will not bore
by Erie Johnson
readers with a list of the topnotch,
Feminist artists have, quesgraduate schools in which Wooster tioned the assumptions of
music majors have flourished, but I conventional . art, and recan easily supply Mr. Grubb or investigated some taboo subjects,
anyone else with such a list
said Miriam Shapiro, the focal
Respectfully, artist of the "Women in Art
Brian Dykstra Today" symposium here at The
College.
presentation
In a keynote
.
cont from pg. 4
Tuesday, the
Shapiro
with study breaks scheduled each spoke about and showed slides of
Thursday night. For students still her last decade's work to some 75
undecided about housing for next people in Lean Lecture Room.
year, Wagner is hosting its second Some of her works are currently
open house this Saturday from
on exhibit in Frick Art Museum.
p.m.
.
"My paintings are celebratory of
Looking ahead to next year women's role ' in the world,"
when he won't be director, Shapiro said. Her pieces are
Daywalt expresses hope that, mostly symbols painted on shapes
"Wagner doesn't take on a whole that she relates to women-housnew shift for that could be 'a
handkerchiefs, fans, or
setback." Despite its varied hearts. She said the use of such
programming and coed policy, forms is a. challenge, to the
Wagner has not been completely traditional
world "
full for the last two years. With its of fine art.
.
.
new direction and student
Shapiro claimed women's art
commitment Daywalt is confident has rustoncaiiy sunered cultural
of reaching this goal for next year. injustice. Women have been

:

Shapiro Stresses

the Gap

"

.

.

y

Dorm Stabilizes

53-year-o-

ld

4-- 6

,

es,

male-dominate-

ALL SUBMISSIONS TO THE
WOOSTER VOICE MUST BE
TYPED AND DOUBLE-SPACETHANK YOU.
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poor--
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ed

1970.
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artists

because their art is usually
decoration of useful objects, or
folk art (e.g. embroidery or
patterns on quilts).
would like to see women's folk
art viewed as an equal source of
inspiration to artists as more
traditional male art is," Shapiro
said, arte added tnat she hopes to
bridge the gap between folk and
fine art.
Currently, a resident of New
York City, Shapiro has been
married 34 years to painter and art
critic Paul Brach. She has painted
since the age of 6, and became a
feminist artist in
self-describ-

TAKES YOU

d

.

-

,

.

.

BEALL AVE

8:00 P.NL

--

from high school to
There is a big social "in keeping closer correspondence- difference," said Hull. "It's with black students on other
sometimes hard to make the campuses.
adjustment in two quarters," she
Tm looking forward to working
continued.
with the new freshmen next tall,
and seeing some kind of organized

transition
Wooster.

VJOniD-UID- H

DINNER COOKED AT YOUR TABLE

--

.

--

Visitation Policies More Restrictive
lives,

.although tuition von most
A-C.rT-

environment in Washing-

ton is very peculiar," he says.
"People want a balanced budget,
but not at the expense of their own

balanced federal budget
may cut as much as $50 off the
amount of financial' aid each
student receives next year, while

hopes to plan " more
education oriented activities than
have been planned in the past.
This includes inviting other
representatives of black student
associations to come and share
their experiences which would aid

cont. from pa- - 4 ;
requirement in" taking a Black
Studies course
Another long range goal is to
help minority students in their

1-800-362-

(CPS)

D.C.

-9150.

Washington,

BSA Elects New President

'J.

ECON-O-WAS- H

(Just North ol ttv

24 Hour Coin-O- p
Dry Cleaning

Cnilr-oe- l

Laundry
9-4:-

15
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Tharrington Tops Field;
Scots Second at Invite
The College of Wooster, once
a strong freshman
class performance, came from a
'
standing to
tie for second in the finals of The
College of Wooster-Beckle- r
Bates
Golf Invitational.
California State of Pennsylvania
claimed
honors in the
tourney with a two-datotal of
765, while.' Penn State and
Wooster tied for second place with
a team total of 780.
.'The Scots again found their
diamond in freshman standout
Scott Tharrington. The blonde- haired
from
Pennsylvania shot a
75
on the Wooster Country Club,
then, despite bogeying the final
four holes Saturday, came back
with a 74 in the final round of
competition to tie for medialist

honors with Greg Bremer of Ohio
Wesleyan. In the first hole of
sudden-deatplayoff, the pair
both missed a chance, to win on
close putts, while both scored pars
on the second hole.
But on the third hole of the
playoff, Tharrington dropped his
second shot on the green, putted
up close to the hole then tapped
the ball in for a birdie while Bremer
took a par, giving Tharrington the

again" behind
fifth-plac-

first-roun-

e,

h

--

d

first-plac- e

--

y

,

individual championship.
In that second round,

.

;-

-

-11,

-5-

155-pound-

Wooster '

moved up to second with a team
score of 383 (for their 780 total)
with the second-bes- t
round turned

er

first-roun-

in.

d

by another frosh,

Curt

Everman, who scored a 78 for a
total of 154. Junior Dan Iceman (of
Wooster High) recovered from
illness to shoot a 74 in the second
total of 158,
round for a two-dawhile freshman Tal Selby recorded
a 77 on the second day for a 157
total. Yet another freshman, Sam
Dean, shot an 80 on the second
day for a 162, while senior Jack
5- Pico had an 81 for a two-dascore
by Dianna Troyer
of 166.
"It was our best finish in four
In a close season opener, The
College of Wooster women's
years at the invitational," said head
tennis , team lost to Ohio coach Bob Nye of the Scots. "If
someone would have told me we
Wesleyan,
would finish second, I would have
"We shouldn't have lost," said
said, 'thank-yoand walked away.
head coach Maria Sexton of
I didn't think we could knock off
Wooster. "In the singles flights, we
'let them decide the tempo and both Allegheny and Slippery Rock.
"As I said Friday, it would take
style of play (a steady base line
tremendous golf from each player
game) instead of forcing them to
in order for us to move up, and the
accept our style (an aggressive net
kids came througX" he added.
game).'
'
Sophomore Brooke Bashore,
'Other team scores for the
event included Akron in
who will again lead off at first
singles for Wooster, was defeated ' third place with a 787, Allegheny
After not playing a year
and Slippery rock tied for fourth
due to a back injury, junior Nina; with 789s,'while Gannon dropped
to sixth with a 797.
Gordon returned but suffered a
Ohio Wesleyan shot an 806,
loss at second singles.
Clairon an 814, Capital 815, Walsh
Junior Audi Wynn picked up a
4
848,
win at third singles when her
819, Baldwin-Wallac- e
opponent sprained her ankle in the Ashland 858, Kenyon 860, Mount
second set and was forced to stop Union 863, Rochester 865,
Defiance 872, Ohio Northern 874
play.1 Soph. Barb Gressens
loss at fourth
and Otterbein 876.
suffered a
Nye also extended thanks to
singles, while classmate Jani Oder,
fell
at fifth singles play. Ann both Thorn Bates, Dale Beckler
and the Wooster Country Club for
Esgar, yet another sophomore,
at their support in running the
dropped her opponent,
sixth singles for Wooster's only tournament. '
The Scots will try to continue
other singles win.
'
their inmproved brand of golf
Results in doubles matches
favored the Scotties as the second when they travel to the Allegheny
team of Oder and frosh Janine (Pa.) Invitational ihis weekend.
Boocks and third team of Wynn
and frosh Hope Shepherd both
The first doubles
won,
team of Bashore and Gressens fell
y

5-- 4.

u'

--

:

19-squ-
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1--
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6.

6-- 1,

1--

2-- 6

6,

6-- 3,

6--

1-- 6,

2-- 6

-

3-- 6

1-- 6,

6-- 1,

6-- 4.

L
Freshman Scott Tharrington, with golf coach Bob Nye, was ail smiles after winning the Beckler-Bate- s
Invitational. Tharrington won the title after a birdie on the third hole of sudden death. Photo

by Sue Merz.

y

Wesleyan Nips
Scottie Netters
4

4-- 6,

:

6-- 0,

6-- 4.
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"Through Rain or. Sleet or Even Snow.;."

Scots Pull Through Despite Weather

by Hank Sperry
Florida.
Due to inclement weather, the
But if the old axiom, "the game's
. Scots were forced to cancel four
never over until the final out" ever
games last week, including an
held water, it did Friday.
with
important double-heade- r
The Scots' ninth started
Heidelberg Saturday. But Friday,
quickly. Dave King walked and
the weather let up enough for the foiled an intended force play at
Scots to post a thrilling
second when Harry "Eberts
victory over visiting
grounded up the infield. Jim
Ashland,
Herold also walked and the bases
At first it looked like the Scots
were loaded.
were going to trounce yet another
Chip Furlong smashed a clutch
opponent. In the first inning Tim single to plate King. Mark Kraus '
Kelly walked and scored when Tim
walked to force home Eberts and
Basilone doubled.: Mike Knox the Scots found themselves down
stepped in and in a scene by only one run. One barter later,
becoming quite familiar whenever
Basilone, the man with the torrid
ed
Knox steps into he
Jbat, came to the plate. One out,
his sixth home run of the year to one run home, and the sacks
lead.
give the Scots a quick
jammed. Basilone drilled a single.
But the tables began to turn. Herold scored. Furlong scored. '
Ashland began to nibble away. On The Scots had won it in a miracle
the strength of home runs by Rob finish. The stunned Ashland team
Weingart, Joe Belttura, and Ken could only walk away with heads
Bailey, the Eagles had built an
bowed.
lead by the seventh inning.
The Scots couldn't generate
So far, the weather has been the '
anything in their seventh or eighth
only real enemy. But it's
Scots'
and it looked like Bob Morgan's
just a pest. Inclement
more
than
crew was headed for their first'
defeat since - returning from weather could actually hurt the
Scots' OAC Northern Division
9-- 8

come-from-behi-

chances.
As coach

nd

--

.

-

--

cannot be made up: Since the
team with the best final conference
record advances to the playoffs, it
is conceivable that a team with a
much poorer overall record than
the Scots could take the division.
For instance, say Kenyon gets
favorable weather and wins all six
of the conference games they are
able to play. If the Scots are only
able to play five conference games

(remember, 'this is only

box-clubb-

hypothetical), Kenyon wins the
division - although Kenyon may
have a season record of
while
the Scots finish with a 40-- slate.
That's why Saturday's double-heade- r
at Ohio Northern takes on
such great significance. "We
expected Northern to be one of
our main challengers thus year,"
said Morgan. Tf we can sweep (the
)
we can probably
eliminate them. We expect a very
tough contest."
6-3- 0

3-- 0

3

.

8-- 5

.

double-header-

.

PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST

Two Divisions: Color or Black & White
Each division will have 3 prizes:

I

t

1st - Kodak
movie camera
$25
2nd
of credit for film of your choice
3rd $15 of credit for film of your choice
XL-3- 20

IM r?n9o

Morgan explains,

canceled conference games

RULES:

.

1)

Entries limited to bona fide full time students at The College of Wooster.
'
:

2) Entries limited to 4 ea. per category per contestant.
3) All prints submitted must be 5x7 or 8x10 and either
--

matted or

J

'

dry mounted.
prints must have 3x5 card affixed firmly to the print with entrant's
name and College address.
5) Deadline 4:00 PM, May 20 1980 at The Florence O. Wilson Bookstore.
6) Winners photos will be eligible for College of Wooster Engagement
Desk Calendar to be published summer 1980, for school year 1980-8and will become property of The Florence O. Wilson Bookstore.
7) All winners must submit negatives and sign release form
for publication rights.
4) All

VJa EDoMvari!

1.

Excellent Pizza & Sandwiches
Deliveiy Hours
5-10- 30

5un.-Thur-

5-12:-

Fri.-So-t:

30

e.

Regular Hours
11-1-

1

Mon.-lhu- n
11-- 1

Fri.-Sa-

r.

ALL DECISIONS BY JUDGES FINAL

Judges:

Miss Sybill Gould
Mr. Hans jenny
Mr. Rod Williams

The Florence O. Wilson Bookstore

"
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Scots Second at OAC's

rr

by Rob Carts
The College of Wooster track
team finished second in the
of the Ohio Athletic,

-

lower-brack-

m

n

i r-

Conference"
weekend.

Relays

118-2J-

et

.

4.

57-5-

this

held

Ferenchik finished second in the
triple jump with a
In the
long jump Austin, Tim Jackson
and Swift took a third in . Also .
placing third was the Scots' shot
put team of Lamb, John Srock and. v"
John Thome with an effort of 124- -

.
--

:

Marietta won the meet with a
- ;
iv.
total of 84 points, while the Scots
The Scots' distance medley
were 12 points back for their'
second place finish. Muskingum . team of Caldwell, Kevin Quinn,
John Johns and John Metz added
finished third with 68 points.
Capital fourth with 65, followed by - a third with a time of 1 1:06.7, while
r
relay of Metz,
Kenyori with 58 points, Oberlin - the
Johns, Quinn and Keith Allen had
.with 54 and Dent son with 27. The
meet was once again hampered by - a 8:31.5, good enough for a third.
relay team "of
rainy weather, making the the
Jackson, Ferenchik, Loeffler and
conditions anything but ideal.
Strine- finished third in 45.1
- Head coach Jim Bean of
Wooster was again pleased with seconds.
The Scots' next meet will .be
his team's overall performance.
The guys did a good job as we had Saturday, April 19, against Mount
people running distances they had Union and Ohio Wesley an.
never run before, and they all Scotties Lose Two
came through. It's kind of ironic
'
that Marietta finished first as we On Hoosier Tour
, beatjhem earlier in the week. It
.The College of- Wooster
women's lacrosse team suffered a
. was the shuddle hurdles, and the
pole vault, that really hurt us, double loss last weekend, losing to
though, as we entered no one and ; Ball State 8 6 before falling to '
Marietta placed in the top three in Earlham in the nightcap
Although the. Scotties outshot
both events."
The Scots took two first "places Ball State
they had difficulty
in the meet as the 1600 meter relay scoring. Ball State penetrated
team of Bruce Caldwell, Ron Wooster's midfield at ease,
allowing Ball State's top offensive '
Strine, Lou D'Angelo and
Bo Loeffler took first, with - player to score all five goals.
The Wooster scoring was led by
, their best time i of the season
(3:29.8). The other victory went to sophomore Sandy Stratton and
the spring medley team of Abdou senior Kathy Seaman, each with
Surr, Strine, D'Angelo and two goals. Senior Mary Ann
Loeffler in a time of 3:39.4, their Brown ami freshman Cindy
winning margin a full six seconds. Runnette each had a goal, while
The discus team of Dave Acuna, junior goalie Tracey Hancock had
Todd 10 saves.
' Paul Warne and
Lamb finished second with a toss
Wooster will hold its home
while the team of Dale opener Thursday against Ohio
of
Swift, Don Austin and . John ' University.
.
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hurdles at Oberlin. Photo by Julia Slater.
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Women Tracksters Blaze in Debut

The College of Wooster's
womens track team racked up 96
points to defeat Oberlin (75),

Lorain

sprinters with firsts in both the 100
meter dash and the 100 meter
hurdles and grabbed a second in
the 200 meter dash. Kemp also ran
a leg of the winning 400 meter relay

--

County Community

College (41), and Heidelberg (35),
in their season opener Saturday,
April 12, at Oberlin.
The Scdtties got off to a good
start with wins in three of the five
field events. Darlene Kemp took
first in the long jump, while Jenny
Chandler won the javelin. Sally
Batton and Laura Eve tied for first
in the shot put and placed fourth
and fifth in the discus. In the high
jump, Teri Warden and- Sue
Roberts also took fourth and fifth,
and Pam Willis placed fifth in the
long jump.
As expected the spring events
proved to be the Scotties' strong
area. Darlene Kemp led the
-

team of Pam Willis, Kathy Blood,
and Charlene Kemp. Pam Willis,
too, had a fine performance. Willis
won the 200 and picked up a
seedftd in the 100.

Heather Murphy, Penny Price
and Sue Schutz won first, second
and fourth place in the 400
hurdles. Murphy also gained a
fourth place in the 100 hurdles.
Kathy Blood won the 400 meter
dash, followed by Sue Roberts
who placed third in both the 400
and the 800.
In the distance events, Peggy
Elder earned a third in both the 800
and the 3000 meter runs. Penny
Price added a fifth in the 1,500.
.

-

--

Coach Bruce Hunter said that
Saturday's meet was a "turning
; point in the development
of the
women's program. Even though
Saturday's meet was a last minute
decision, we pulled together as a
team overcoming other commitments and illnesses."
The Scotties continued their
winning streak Tuesday, April 15,
winning ad but two events in a
quadrangular ' meet at Case

Western Reserve. Wooster
overpowered Case Western

Reserve, Lorain County

Community College, and Hiram,
scoring 129 points to the other
colleges' 36, 23, and 17
respectively.
Coach Hunter felt the Scotties
did well considering the; horrible
weather conditions, and was
pleased at the. team's strength and
'
effort.
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EASr
2 BIG RECORD SALES!

Our entire inventory of LP's and 45's are on sale this Friday and Saturday. AND next Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday, 24 - 26.
.

We have an increased stock on all records: rock, classical, jazz, country, female, and soundtracks. Plus a new, efficient, and
"
quick special ordering system for most 45's and LP's, arrival within 2 days.

,,.....
only $4.98
. only
..

Regular price on 7.98 Ust $5.74 and $5.98 .
Regular price on 8.98 list $6.69 .
Regular price on 45's $1.10

.

. V. .

$5.93
only $.99

Far East Audio also stocks the complete line of Maxell cassette tapes, TDK cassette tapes, Discwasher
accessories, and

Audio-Techni-

ca

accessories.

-

Stop in and take advantage of our quality stock and service.

FAR tAS r AUDIO

(insidacnd upstairs)

PHONE

264-21- 61

F1net Srvlc In Wayn County.
OKN
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